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87 12 033 ®OO~@aQJLllil Decision 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO~ 

Application of Pacific Gas and ) 
Electric Company for Commission ) 
order finding that PG&E'sgas and ) 
electric operations durin9' the ,.. ) 
reasonableness review per10Q from ) 
February 1, 1986, to January ~1, ) 
1987, were prudent. ) 

) 
('0' 39 M) ) 

~ ) 
) 

Application of Pacific Gas and ) 
Electric Comp~y for authority ) 
to adjust its electric rates ) 
effective AU9Ust 1, 1987. ) 

-----------------------------) 

Ap~lication 87-04-00S 
(F~led April 7, 1987), 

Application 87-04-03S 
(Filed April 21, 1987) 

(See Appendix A tor appearances.) 

TNTERIX OPINION 

Phase 2 - Rate Design and 
Incremental Energy RAte 

This decision adopts an electric revenue allocation 
procedure and rate design tor Pacitic Gas and Electrie Company 
(PG&E). The Commission is at this time separately eonsidering 

' .. PG&E's Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC), Annual Energy Rate 
,.,," .,. '(~),~'{~El~ctric, Rcve~ue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM), and Attrition 
''';'' :~.: These have the potential fo:r a total $140 million (or Z.9%) 

'<~ ii,(:,,:\,,';/J~~r'~as'e,' in ',annUalize'd I revenue.. 'I'he aetual revenue increase 
. \, I,',' .1 '. jl II ~, {'" . " '. I 

,,". ' . ic;ranted '):)'1 the Commiss'ion could be less.. Accordingly, this 

• 

decision sets forth the procedure for translating the net revenue 
increase into new rates to become effective on January 1, 1988 • 
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Bagground xntoaation 
This phase involves the issue of whether the commission 

should use the Equal Percent of Marginal Cost (EPMC) or System 
Average Percentage Change (SAPC) methodology to allocate interclass 
revenues. In PG&E's last consolidated ECAC/general rate case the 
Commission endorsed the importance of EPMC'for revenue allocation 
and rate design. Also, the Commission decided that marginal cost 
pricing and use of EPMC as the method for implementing marginal 
cost pricing are the preferred way to aChieve fair and equitable 
rates (Decision (0.) 36-03-083, p.62: Conclusions of Law 26-27, 
p. 78). However, in the same proceeding, the Commission did not 
rule out the use of SAFC to allocate interclass revenues in offset 

.' 

eases (D.86-l2-09l, p. ll5). 
This year in the Electric OIl 0.87-05-07l, the Commission 

addressed the problems facing the state's electric-utility 
industry, including the problems created by ~ate structures that do· 
not reflect the relative economic costs of serving different 
customer classes under today's conditions. As one way to resolve 
those problems, the Commission again found that EPMC is a fair, 
appropriate methodology for reducing interclass subsidies present 
in existing rates and for responding to· potential bypass with the 
economic signals that can prevent uneconomic bypass (0.87-05-071, 
pp. 4-6: Findings of Fact 13-14, p. 23). The Commission further 
found that it should follow a policy of continuing to move towards 
full EPMC (0.87-05-071, Conclusions of Law, 3-5, p. 24). 

The scope of the rate design issues in this phase was 
decided by the Commission in 0.87-07-091. PG&E ana PSD were 
ordered to submit separate eXhibits using the SAPC and EPMC methods 
for revenue allocation. ~hat decision also instructed the parties 
that in this phase the Commission would consider the appropriate 
level of rate caps and PG&E's proposed modification of Schedule E-7 
ott-peak rates. ~he decision further noted that existinq 
relationships would be maintained among the rate components of rate 
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, 
schedules, including demand and energy charges and rate limiters. 
Other rate design issues were deterred to a separate phase of this 
proceeding scheduled for 1988. 

Four days of evidentiary hearings were held on rate 
desiqn issues during the week of September Zl, 1987. One day of 
public participation hearing was held on September S, 1987. 

~estimony was presented ~y PG&E, Public Staff Division 
(PSD), california Large Energy Consumers Association and Homestake 
Mining Company (CLECA and Bomestake), and Industrial Users (IO). 

Concurrent briefs were filed on October lS, 1987 by PG&E, 
PSO, and CLECA Md Homestake, ro, California Botel and Motel 
Association (CH&MA), Association of California Water Agencies 
(ACWA), and Toward Utility ~te Normalization (TURN). " 

At the outset of these hearings 1;:he exhibits were based 
on a revenue increase of $216 million. ,During the course of the 
hearings exhibits were submitted based on a hypothetical increase 
of $100 million. At the close of the hearings it was established 
that the revenue increase would be $140 million maximum and 
exhibits were prepared t~ reflect this level of increase too. A 
comparison of each party's showing based on these three revenue 
increase amounts is set forth in Appendix B. 
E9sitism or WE 

~ 
PG&E opposes the use of SAPC tor interclass revenue 

allocation in this proceeding because it will impede the transition 
to full EPMC revenue allocation begun last year. 

PG&E agrees with PSO that the SAPC method prevents the 
solution of problems caused by existing rate relationships because 
it maintains existing rate relationships ~etween customer classes. 

Also, PG&E agrees with CLECA and Homestake regarding the 
importance of moving to cost based: ratemaking, including EPMC based 
allocation and unbundling of rates based on costs. PG&E shares the 
CLECA and Homestake concern that using SAPe in this case would tell 
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. 
customers that the commission is not serious about moving towards 
cost based rates and would encourage the bypass alternative. 

~ 
PG&E emphasizes that moving towards a full EPMC revenue 

allocation without interclass subsidies is especially crucial now. 
PG&E notes that in D.S7-0S-071, the commission announced its 
intention of removing certain large light and power customer 9roups 
from the ERAM and attrition calculations. PG&E contends that as a 
result, it will be exposed to whatever benefits and burdens result 
trom the rate structures, sales levels and revenues for these 
customers. consequently, the utility must be allowed to ilnplement, 
a rate structure with minimal, if any, inter-class sUbsidi~s in 
order to allow competitive, economically effic!ent rates for the 
customer classes involved. To progress towards this goal in time 
for the anticipated change in ERAK and attrition, PG&E submits that
EPMC must be used to allocate revenues among classes now. 

The main feature of PG&E's EPMC proposal is that no 
customer class receives a decrease in this ease, even if the class 
is entitled to one under an EPMC interclass revenue allocation. 
P,G&E adopted this rate change lilni t for this case only due to 
several reasons. First, unlike last year's ECAC/general rate case, 
this ease involves an overall increase in revenue requirements. 
Second, the commission has not yet fully determined the method and 
timetable for reaching full EPMC revenue allocations. That issue 
will be addressed later in Phase 4, pursuant to the Commission's 
directive in 0.87-01-091. Given those two factors, PG&E recommends 
that classes Which otherwise would have received a decrease with 
EPMC should not actually receive a rate decrease in this phase. 

PG&E recommenaed ceilings of 5% ana 2.5% over the system 
averaqe percentage change as the amount by which the resid.ential 
and. agricultural classes' rates can be increased using EPMC. 
Accordinq to PG&E witness Schaub, these caps were chosen 1::>y PG&E to 
provide continuity of the Commission's policy to move towards full 
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EPMC and to demonstrate to cUstomers the Commission's commitment to 
continue movinq toward the ~oal at a constant pace. 

PG&E states that the relative levels of the caps are also 
important because they reflect other considerations raised by the 
Commission's movement toward full EPMC. Thus, the cap of S% OVer 
the system average percentaqe change on residential rates not only 
serveS to move that class towards EPMC but also helps to ensure 
that the rate change will not over-shoot EPMC. with respect to 
agricultural customers, PG&E believes that selection of the lower 
cap of 2.5% over system average percentage change recoqnizes that 
many of these customers will be facing increases in their bills as 
a result ot shitting from the PA schedules tOe the new AG s¢nedules 
adopted in o.a7-04-028. 

Nontira 1-20 Bates 
PG&E notes that the method tor setting nontirm 

time-of-Use (TOU) interruptible/curtailable rates proved to be one 
of the most complex rate design issues in this case, as well as one 
of the most disputed. Both PSD and PG&E had the same general 
objective: maintaining the rate relationships established in last 
year's consolidated ECAc/general rate ease rate de,sign decisions • 

. However, PG&E and PSD chose very different ways to try and maintain 
those relationships, even to the point of interpreting the 
relationship in different ways. PG&E sets out its differences with 
PSO in its brief and takes strong exception to PSO's proposals. 

PG&E maintains that any change in nonfirm £-20 rates in 
this ease should be made using PG&E's method. At the sallie time, 
PG&E observes that use ot the Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) 

alternative, which is discussed later, to spread a $140 million net 
electric revenue requirement increase will eliminate this issue 
because rates for all classes except residential and agricultural 
would not change. So, according to PG&E, the ALJ alternative would 
keel> the £-20 rate unchanged and this issue would be mooted • 
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RAte T.jmitJ;:rs 

PG&E notes that in 0.86-08-083 and 0.87-04-028, the 
Commission adopted rate ltmiters to prevent bills tor E-20 and 
agricultural users under the new rate structures from deviating too 
sharply from their bills under the previous structure.. In ord.er to 
maintain the same relationship between the limiters and the ra,te 
schedules involved, PG&E has increased the limiters by the same 
percentage as the increase to the corresponding' average rates. 
Under the ALJ alternative with a $140 million net electric revenue 
increase, SChedule E-20 would remain unchanged so there would be no 
need to change the E-20 limiters, although the aqricul tural 
limiters would still require adjustment. 

~ial Contracts 

PG&E notes that one last area ot disagreement between 
PG&E and. PSO involves the est~te of revenue at present rates tor 
special contracts. These are special electric contracts already 
approved by the Commission at rates ditferent from standard tariff 
rates. For purposes of estimating revenue at present rates, PG&E 
has used the actual rates in the special contracts as approved by 
the commission. In contrast, according to PG&E, PSO has elected to 
ignore the actual approved rates.. Instead, PSO has used the 
otherwise applicable reqular taritf rates for estimating revenue at 
present rates. Since those rates are higher than the special 
rates, PG&E argues that the PSO approach automatically builds in a 
deficit .. 

PSO bases its approach,on the Electric OIl 0.87-05-071 

which indicates that shortfalls between regular rates and special 
contract rates should flow into ERAK. PG&E argues that 0.87-05-071 

was addressing accounting for revenue streams actually occurring. 
According to PG&E, nothing in that decision or any other speaks to 
how forecasts of revenues should be done. Even with the ERAM 
available to pick up shortfalls, PG&E maintains that the deliberate 
use of rates known to be higher than actual rates tor torecasting 
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special contract revenues at present rates is ill advised and will 
simply create the potential ~or increasing problems in the future. 
Therefore, PG&E submits that the Commission should reject PSD'S 
calculation of revenues at present rates and instead adopt PG&E's 
use of actual rates to develop revenues at present rates. 

SVVa:a: 
PG&E strongly supports continued progress towards full 

EPMC revenue allocation through use of the ALJ alternative t~ 
recover the net revenue requirement resulting from its ECAC, AER, 
and ERAM increase from this proceeding and its 1985electric 
attrition filing. 
AIJ Alternati,ys: 

Because of wide disparity in the revenue allocation 
proposals presented by the parties, the AL'1 requested that an 
alternative revenue allocation proposal be prepared whereby there 
would be no change to the rates of th~ industrial classes. The 
proposal was presented at the outset of the hearinC]s and the 
witnesses had the opportunity to comment on it. For ease of 
re~erence we will reter to it as the ALJ alternatiVe. 

The AlJ alternative is based on PG&E's proposal except 
that there would be no decreases or increases to the Small, Medium, 
and Large Light and Power, StreetliC]htinC] and Railway classes. In 
other words, there would be no chanC]e to present rates for these 
classes. 

The ALJ alternative was proposed when the revenue 
increase beinC] considered was $216 million. In order t~ provide no 
rate change to- the classes mentioned above, any revenue increase 
OVer $170.7 million had to be carried in the ERAM account •. 
However, at the close of the hearinC]s, it became apparent that the 
actual revenue increase to be effectiVe on January l,. 1988, would 
be no more than $140 million. Therefore, the $170.7 million 
limitation was no longer an issue.' 
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It should be noted. that for a $140 million (or $100 
million) revenue increase, the ALJ· alternative and PG&E. proposal 
have the same result. The increase would be limited to the 
Residential and Aqricultural classes~ Rates for all other classes 
would not change. 
ESP's Pgsition 

~ 
PSO opposes the use of SAPC for interclass revenue 

all~tion for the same reasons set forth by PG&E. 
nG 
PSO and PG&E are in ac;reement that the capped EPMC 

allocation method adopted in 0.86-08-083 be adopted in this case. 
PSt> and PG&E aC]rce that the adopted caps of S% and 2.5% over system 
average percentage change be maintained to moderate residential and 
aqricu1tural bill increases respectively. 

However, PSD and PG&E then disaqree on the method for 
allocatinq revenues after the capped residential and aqricultural 
elass allocations have been made. 

PSO proposes that in offset cases, after the capped 
allocations are made, the residual revenue requirement should be 
allocated using EPMC, as adopted by this Commission in 0.86-08-083. 
PSO proposes one modification to the adopted methodology by 
subjecting it to a floor on decreases of S% below the system 
average change, in addition to the current S% cap above it. 
Accordinq to PSD, this would help prevent rate instability between 
major rate cases. 

Unlike the PG&E and the ALJ alternatives, PSD has no 
other constraint (other than the cap and the floor) on decreases in 
revenue allocation to the Light and Power, Streetlightinq, and 
Railway Classes. Accordinqly, depending on whether the revenue 
increase is $21&, $140 or $100 million, these classes receive 
increases or decreases. 

PSt> arques that its proposed moditication results from a 
leqitimate concern for rate stability. PS~'notes that the parties 
are currently developing a rate desiq.n in the context of an offset 
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case. Consequently, PSD believes that the billinq determinants 
used in revenue allocation are not being scrutinized to the extent 
that they would be in a general rate case. If some misestimates of 
billing parameters occurred in an ofts~t case resulting in a 
substantial decrease to some class without a floor applied, and 
subsequently a cap were used to' brinq the class back up' to it~ EPMC 
rates once the misestimate was discovered, PSD contends that it 
could. take years to correct for the misestimate. By imposing a 
floor, PSD keeps the effects of misestimates to a range where they 
could be corrected for within a year. According to, PSD, it has 
attempted to maintain a methodology as was used in 0.86-08-083 
which will work in any .circumstance. 

PSD notes that the fact that last year all classes 
received a decrease and this year some classes would receive a 
d.ecrease and others an increase is irrelevant to PSD's proposal of . 
using a floor this year. PSD notes that witness Price responded to 
this line of questioning as follows: 

Ntbat would not influence my judgment on that. 
My reason for using the floor is, as I 
mentioned, to minimize the effects of 
misestimates of billing parameters that might 
occur in an offset case and to continue 
movement at a moderate pace, hopefully one that 
won't take too long to get to the EPMC targets 
for significant customer classes that will get 
us to our goal of full EPMC.N 

Essentially, PSD aqrees that classes that deserve r~.te 
reductions as a result of EPMC should not be deprived o·f that 
benefit within the extent of the caps and the floors. 

PSO, commentinq on the showing of Industrial Users (XU), 
which is discussed later, notes that, for a revenue increase of 
$216 million, XU propose a l4% increase to the Residential ana 
Agricultural classes. PSD finds a 14% increase to constitute rate 
shock. FUrthermore, according to witness .Price, a l4% increase in 
residential rates risks overShooting the EPMC tarqet • 
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PSD, commenting on the AI,;] alternative, notes that this 
proposal would hold all noncapped classes to no change in revenue~ 
i.e., there would be no decreases in rates as well as no, increases. 
PSO does not feel totally comfortable with the AI,;] alternative 
because it would result in no movement toward EPMC except for 
residential and agricultural classes. 

Nontirm E-2Q Rates 
PSD proposes to adjust rates for E-ZO nonfirm options. 

Because D.86-12-091 established the level of. incentive discounts 
provided for E-20 interruptible and curtailable options on a 
S/kW/year basis, relative to firm service rates, PSD recommends 
explicitly maintaining these incentive' levels in revenue " 
allocations to these rate options. 

PSD notes that for this phase, PG&E proposes to retain 
the percentage relationships between current rates. PSO believes 
that the adjustment is necessary for compliance with 0.86-l2-09l. 

PSO and PC&E, as discussed previously under PG&E's 
position, have lIlZljor differences on how these adjustments should be 
accomplished. These differences are described in the briefs, and 
are moot under the ALJ alternative. 

Special Contracts 
PSD calculated the revenue requirement for the special 

contracts category using the same methodology as used for the 
Schedule E-ZO revenue requirement, essentially treating special 
contracts as a tariff schedule within the Large Light and'Power 
class. This means that the ERAM balancing account will continue to 
record a shortfall from special contracts. 

PSO notes that PC&E calculated revenue for special 
contract sales using the rate specified in the contracts. The 
result is that other rates will be set so that the ERAM balancing 
account will not record a shortfall. Consequently, no amortization 
of an additional ERAM undercolleetion due to special contracts will 
be required on April 1, 1985 • 
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PSO argues that its methodology is consistent with 
0.S7-0S-071. The Commission authorized recovery, throuqh ERAK, of 
revenue shortfails from special contracts entered int~ prior to 
April l, 19S5. PSO notes that the Commission concluded that 
WRevenue shortfalls occurring as a result of special contracts 
sheuld be recovered in ERAM.W (0.87-05-071, p. Z$.) Precisely 
because ef the Commissien's directive, PSD prefers that the 
shertfall be recevered through amertization of an ERAK 
undercollection after April 1, 19S8, rather than through nigher 
rates fer ether customers on the effective date ot a rate decision 
in this ease. 

Adjustment to ~e COgponents 
e' 

PSO notes that for this phase of the proceeding, PG&E 
agreed to use PSO's method for adjusting TOU enerqy charges, peak 
demand charges, maximu:m d.emand charges, and. stand.by charges.. 

Also, PSO notes that XU prepose to apply any E-20 
increases, prier to the next general rate ease, to demand charges 
and any decrease to. energy charges. The rcr further stated that: 

w ••• because of the extent to which enerqy 
charges are presently loaded with demand c~sts, 
there is absolutely no d.anger of moving t~ far 
before the next general rate ease. W (Ex. 37, 
p. 12.) 

PSD disaqrees with ru's statement and urges ad.option of 
PSO's proposal that changes in revenue requirements between general 
rate cases Should censist ef equal percentage changes in all energy 
charges and. TOU d.emand. charges. 

$DJrpgtxy 

PSO states that its recommendations comply with previous 
and current Commission directives. PSO pursues the Commission's 
qoal ef establishing EPMC, and it attempts to maintain the rate 
relationships established by the Commissien • 
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Position of California Large Energy 
ConslDlers Association (CL'ECA) and 
B9JDes:Me lIining CoJrpany CHoJDestMe) 

~ 
CLECA and. Homestake strongly S\l,PP.ort the Commission's 

policy of implementing a full EPMC-based. revenue allocation, as 
stated in its decision in last year's PG&E ECAC case. 
(D.S6-0S-0S3, p. 62.) Tbey point out that a full EPMC-based 
allocation will eliminate the subsidization of other customer 
classes which has been imposed. on larqe liqht and power customers 
under rate designs in recent years. Tbey contend that the 
unnecessarily hiqh rates whicn have resulted have created 
considerable hardship for ineustrial customers like Homestake and 
the Celnent industry melllbers o! CLECA who operate in hiqhly 
competitive international markets. While willing to pay utilities 
the cost of providinq them with eleetric service, eLECA. and. 
Homestake submit that these industries should not and cannot afford 
to continue to $ubsidize other customers • 

CLECA and Homestake note that the commission made major 
strides in movinq toward an EPMC allocation in last year's 
PG&E ECAC case, but it bas farther to qo. They believe the 
allocation of the revenue requirement resultinq from this 
ECAC/AER/ERAM proceeding provides the opportunity to take the next 
step toward a full EPMC allocation. 

CLECA and Homestake witness Barkovitcb testified that 
unless dra:m.atic changes in revenue requirement arise, the 
achievement of a full EPMC allocation for all customer classes 
(with the possible exception of agriculture) is feasible through 
rates implemented in this case and in next y~ar's 1988 
ECAC/AE'B::./~ proceedinq, i.e., before the next PC&!: qeneral rate 
ease. Accorcling to CLECA and Homestake, this should be the 
Commission's 90al • 
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Essentially, the CLECA and Homestake position is that the 
Commission should adopt a revenue allocation that produces no 
increases ~or customers who would receive a decrease under a full 
EPMC allocation. They contend that the Commission should adopt a 
revenue allocation in which rate changes are consistent with the 
direction they would ~ove under a ~ull EPMC allocation. All 
classes except residential and agriculture would receive rate 
decreases under a full EPMC allocation. Therefore, absent such a 
large increase as to render this impossible, CLECA and Homestake 
sUbmit that no other class besides these tw~ should see an increase 
in this ease. 

Under the originally-proposed $216 million revenue 
requirement increase, CLECA and Homestake support the ALJ's 
~roposed all~tion because it (1) results in no increases except 
tor the residential and agricultural classes and (2) realistically 
keeps those increases to less than 10%. While this allocation does 
result in an ERAM undercollection, CLECA and Homestake suggest that 
part o~ this could be reduced by raising the agricultural cap to 
the level o~ the residential cap_ 

Based on an illustrative '$100 million revenue requirement 
increase, CLECA and Homestake support the revenue allocation 
proposal sponsored :by ro witness Chaltant. According to CLECA and 
Homestake, with this lower revenue requirement, there is no, reason 
not to have a decrease for those customer classes which would 
receive a decrease under a ~ull EPMC allocation. CLECA and 
Homestake note that this can be accomplished while keeping 
residential and aC]ricul tural increases below ~O%. CLECA and 
Homestake believe that such an allocation would be very strong 
statement of support ~or full EPMC. 

With regard to the allocation tor an increase of 
$140 ~llion, CLECA and Homestake suggest some guidelines. The 
adopted allocation (1) should result in n~ increase to any class 
other than residential and ~qriculture, (2) should result in no 
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increase for these two classes greater than 10%, and (3) should 
provide for decreases for as many classes as possible who would 
otherwise receive decreases under a full EPMC allocation. The 
general form of those decreases should follow those proposed by IU 
witness Chalfant (i.e., proportional to the degree of distance from 
full EPMC), as modified by a 10% cap for residential and 
agricultural customers. 

'ontia 1-20 Rates 
CLECA and Homestake find lO9ic in both PSO's and PG&E's 

proposals for adjusting nonfirm E-20 rates for changes in the 
revenue requirement. According to CLECA and Homestake, each 
proposal represents an attempt at consistency witJ::1 the Commission's 
1986 decisions for PG&E (0.86-08-083 and 0.86-12-091): P5D strives 
to maintain the level of the interruptible or curtai1able credit 
whereas PG&E's focus is on maintaining the rate relationships among_ 
the various sub-schedules. 

Upon considerable reflection, CLECA and Homestake endorse 
PG&E's proposal. According to CLECA and Homestake, there is 
substantial merit in maintaining the rate relationships among the 
various options which resulted from last years's decisions. These 
relationships formed the basis of the selection of a partieular 
option by individual customers. Furthermore, the implementation 
difficulties encountered by PSD (though valiantly approached) 
result in rate changes for customers on individual sub-schedules 
which differ significantly at times from the overall proposed class 
rate change. CLECA and Homestake conclude that PG&E's method 
resul ts in sub-schedule changes whicl:L more closely mirro'r those in 
the overall class. This will be easier for custon:.ers to 
understand. 

PSD Floor tor Revenue Alloea'tion 
In the interest of maintaining a commitment to an 

EPMC-based allocation over time, as marginal costs change, eLBCA 

and Homestake express concern over PSD's proposal ~or a rloor ror 
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revenue allocation changes in offset cases. Although PSD's stated 
reason for such a floor is the in~ility to sufficiently review 
billing determinants in such offset eases (i.e., outside of general 
rate eases), CLECA and Homestake contend that the inability to make 
larger adjustments, where appropriate, could perpetuate inequities 
tor considerable periods ot time. For example, under such a floor, 
the large decreases deservedly received by large light and power 
customers in last year's August ECAC decision (0.86-08-083) would 
not have ~en possible it the ECAC and general rate ease revenue 
requirement decisions had not been concurrent. While this concern 
is somewhat relieved by PSD witness Price's acknowledgement that in 
a *dramatic change in circumstances* flexil:>ility ~',ould be " 
important, CLECA and Homestake remain unconvinced 'that such a floor 
constraint is necessary. 

mPP'MU 
CLECA and Homestake submit that the revenue allocation in 

this proceeding can be accomplished with no increase (and even'a 
rate decrease under a lower assumed $100 million revenue 
requirement increase) for classes which would receive a decrease 
under full EPMC while limiting residential and agricultural 
increases to 10%. 
EositiOD or Industrial Vsers em) 

~ 
ro support the capped EPMC approach. Taking a cue trom 

the Commission's recent statements concerning the importance of 
continuing the movement to full EPMC, nr take the position that 
revenue decreases, however modest they may have to, be in 
this phase are essential it the affected large electricity 
consumers are t~ be persuaded to forego their bypass alternatives 
in favor of continuing their purchases trom the electric utility. 

ro takes exception to PG&E's position that no customer 
class should receive a revenue decrease in the context of an 
overall revenue increase, Whether in the range ot the $21~ million 
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ori9inally consi?ered or the revenue range of $100 to, $140 million. 
Also, IU notes that PSD does not share PG&E~s wno· decreasew 

position. However, ro takes exception to- PSD's inflexible position 
that the Commission should app~y precisely the same caps tha~ were 
adopted in last year's 0.86-08-083, despite the Commission's 
invitation in 0.87-07-091 to do otherwise. 

~o support its position that revenue decreases are 
essential in this phase, XU bases its position on three basic 
points. 

1. A further reduction in the revenue 
allocated to PG&E's light and power 
customers is essential it those customers 
are to receive a clear message that the 

.commission remains fully committed t~ 
attainment of full EPMC at the earliest 
practical date; 

2. The commission has made clear its openness 
to changes in the D.86-08-083 revenue caps 
in light of the unique circumstances of 
subsequent cases, and the way is therefore 
open to structure caps in this proceeding 
so as to etfect revenue decreases for those 
customers whose revenues still 
substantially exceed the levels justified 
under a full EPMC allocation; and 

3. Failure to effect revenue decrease for such 
customers in this proceeding is tantamount 
to denial of suen reliet until late 1988 
tor want of any other proceeding involving 
actual rate changes. 

'ro notes that witness Chalfant addressed the first of 
these points, i.e., the imperative need for a further decrease in 
the revenues alloeated to PG&E's light and power customers is 
aramatically apparent in the continuing large subsidies eneo~passed 
in the revenues paid by PC&E's industrial customers. The extent of 
those subsidies is set forth in Schedule 1 of IO witness Chalfant's 
Exhibit 37. PG&E's residential and agrieultural customers 
presently receive Subsidies of approximately $200 million and 
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$77 million, respectively, from the utility's other customer 
classes. The lion's share of those sub5idies--appro~tmately 
$270 million--is tun~eQ by the Light and Power class customers. 
Moreover, XU notes that PG&E's Large Light and Power class 
customers pay nearly $107 million of that total fiqure. 

According to XU, its proposal does incorporate one very 
important constraint: the need to assure no unreasonable revenue 
increases tor those elasses--PG&E's residential and agricultural 
customers--whose present revenues tall tar short ot the levels 
indicated by a tull marginal cost allocation. IO notes that 
witness Chalfant described as tollows the task. of assuring maximum 
turther movement towards full EPMC without unacceptable customer 
impact: 

NThe maximum movement is a function of the 
percentage increases that any class could be 
expected to bear as a result of one rate case. 
This percentage, in turn, depends on the 
overall revenue increase or decrease in the 
utility's rate levels.N (Exhibit 37, p. S.) 

According to ro, witness Chalfant's proposal for 
allocation of difterent revenue requirements in this pbase reflects 
the application of the foregoing principle. 

Turning to PSO's proposal, XU points out that while PSD 
does not adopt PG&E's no decrease constraint, PSD ends up 
recommending increases for the Medium and Large Light and Power and 
Streetliqhtinq classes, when under EPMC, these classes are clearly 
entitled to decreases. XU blames PSD's use of the caps of 5% and 
2.$% over system average percentage change tor this result. In 
short, according to XU, the PG&E and PSD proposals tail to award 
even modest decreases to all of the elasses ultimately entitle~ to 
substantial decreases upon attainment of the Commission's goal of 
:tull EPMC • 
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SVPnPa:a::y 
IO submits that the commission must qo beyond PG&E's wno 

decre~seH position it the EPMC ph~se-in is tO,continue ~p~ce and it 
the proper siqnals are to be transmitted to PG&E's Liqht and Power 
customers.. Further~ to the extent that decreases are to be 
implemented, even on a token basis~ they should extend to all , 
customer classes ultimately entitled to, decreases under a full EPMC 
allocation, rather than to selected classes, as proposed 'by the 
pso. 
Position o~ cali~ornia Botel 
Md Hotel Association CCD&J01 

CH&MA notes that dependinq upon their scale of 
operations, CH~ members may tall within either the Small, Medium, 
or Large Light and Power customer classes. Therefore, CH&MA's 
interest is in havinq the Commission achieve a fair balance in the 
rates tor all Liqht and Power customers, at ,levels consistent with 
the cost of serving such customers. . 

Of the various revenue allocation proposals on the 
record, CH«MA prefers the recommendation of IO. CH«MA believes 
that the IO proposal, among all the proposals, is the one most 
consistent with the EPMC principle which has been adopted by this 
commission and is consistent with sound economics. CH&MA notes 
that the XU revenue allocation would result in at least a very 
modest reduction in revenues ~llocated t~ each of the Light and 
Power classes in the event ot an increase in authorized annu~l 
revenues anywhere within the ranqe of $100 to $216 million. CH&MA 
contends that as the record in this proceedinq and in PG&E's 1986 
rate design proceedinq (A.86-04-012) demonstrates, current revenue 
allocations to all the Light and. Power classes are excessive when 
judged by the EPMC standard. ~ CH&MA contends that the revenue 
allocation proposed by ra for this proceeding is the most 
appropriate one • 
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CH&MA submits that should the Commission ~ reluctant to 
move swiftly in the direction of,EPMC and feel compelled to shield 
residential and agricultural customers from the impact of a cost
based revenue allocation, the Commission should at least ensure 
that such protection to these customer classes does not result in 
increased rates tor any members ot the Light and Power classes. 

CH&MA points out that as witness Barkovitch testified, 
all the Light and Power classes now bear revenue allocations in 
excess of the EPMC standard, so an approach which avoids any 
increase in revenue allocation to these classes is appropriate. 

While CH&MA prefers the revenue allocation proposal of 
I'O, it would not be averse to the ALJ alternative method of revenue 
allocation, which would result in no increases tor any Light and 
Power class. CH&MA notes that no significant opposition was 
expressed to the ALJ revenue allocation alternative and PG&E 
witness Shaub testified that the concepts underlying the ALJ 
alternative were sound. Also, CH&MA. notes that in the case of a 
revenue increase of $100 million, PG&E's approach produces the same 
result as the ALJ alternative: zero revenue change tor all 
customer classes except residential and a9ricultural, which would 
bear modest increases. 

CH&MA notes that the combination of pending PG&E electric 
matters is likely to produce a total increase in annual revenues in 
the range ot $140 million. On this basis, CH&MA. believes that the 
ALJ alternative produces a fair reVenue allocation, avoiding any 
increase in the burden to any ot the Light and Power classes. 

SPJpparv 

CH&MA. favors the I'O's proposal of a revenue allocation 
tormula which closely tollows the EPMC principle, and would benetit 
all Light and Pow~r classes. As an alternative, CH&MA. supports the 
ALJ's approach, ""which at least avoids an increase in the revenue 
allocation to the above-cost rates of' Light and Power customers."" 
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CH&MA su.'bmi ts that in no event shoulcl the alloeation of revenues to 
any Liqht and Power class be increased in this proceeding. 
Position ot california Farm 
Bureau fedention (CfBPl 

~ 

CFBF points out that in 0.86-08-083 issued on August,Zo, 
198&, the commission stated that until a triggering mechanism can 
be proposed and approved, base rate and fuel offset rate chang-es . 
will be allocated by SAPC.. Specifically,. CFBF notes that the 
commission stated on pages 6S and 69 of D.86-08-083 that: 

"'I'his subj eet [a trigger mechanism which would 
annually adjust cost and rate relationships) 
may be considered in PG&E's next ECAC 
proceeding ••• Given the considerable movement 
we have made towards ~9inal cost based rates 
and PG&E's ~ ~'s desire ~ tmplem~nt An 
adjystment mechanism ~ ~ between ~,. we 
will use SAPC for future offsets and maintain 
'I'OU differentials." (Emphasis added.) 

It is CFBF's position that the Commission's decision is 
absolutely clear, that until an adjustment mechanism. is approved by 
the Commission and implemented, MY change in rates must be 

allocated on the basis of SAPC. 
CFBF argues that in this proceeding the approval and 

adoption of any mechanism. which will update and calculate marginal 
costs has not yet taken place. FUrther, CFBF points out that this 
issue will not even be examined and testimony taken until after the 
beginninq of 1988. According to CFBF,. to have the commission 
attempt to allocate an increase in rates by EPMC in the tace of 
the lanquage in 0.86-08-083 and without parties havinq ever 
addressed the appropriateness of any future proposed trigqer 
mechanism deprives such parties of their rights.. As such, CFBF 
submits th~t the commission h~s no choice bnt t~ allocate any 
increase in rates usinq SAPC • 
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$1mm~n~ 

CFBF submits that the Commission should allocate any 
increase on the basis of SAPC. If the commission chooses to 
allocate such an increase on the basis of EPMC, no class of service 
shoula receive a decrease in rates. 
Position ot Association o'f cali'fornia 
water Agencies (A~) 

Acw.A supports SAPC and recommends that each rate's energy 
component De adjusted by the same percent necessary to recover 
PG&E's authorized revenues. 

ACWA believes that EPMC should not be used in offset 
proceedings because the marginal cost'forming the basis of an EPMC 

.' 

revenue allocation is not sufficiently accurate, and fast paced 
offset proceeding do not give the parties SUfficient time to 
analyze the complex and changing marginal cost data in order to 
prepare a showing. 

As an alternative, if the commission decides to use EPMC, 
then Acw.A supports the ALJ alternative under which no class would 
receive a decrease. 
E2si~i9n Of TORN 

.sAIS 
TORN notes that under the original revenue allocation 

proposals based on a $21& million revenue increase, the company's 
proposal would assign about $165 million out of a total $216 

million rate increase to the residential class (over 7S% of the 
entire increase). While overall rates would go· up by 4.5%, 
residential users would experience 9.5% higher rates and 
aqricultural customers about 7%. 

Also, based on a hypothetical $100 million or • 
2.1% increase considered during the course of the hearings, TORN 
notes that the utility would increase residential rates by 5.3% 
($92 million), ana aqric:ultural rates by 4.6%. 'I'ORN notes that IU 
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would hike residential rates even higher, while actually decreasing 
the rates for certain other classes. 

It is TURN's basic position that ECAC cases are an 
inappropriate fo~ for consideration of complex and controversial 
rate design and revenue allocation issues normally reserved for the 
general rate case, and until recently this commission had 
consistently agreed with that conclusion. Now, according to TURN, 
for the second year in a row, PG&E's wexpeditedW ECAC proceeding 
has been expanded to encompass revenue allocation. TORN believes 
that ECAC proceedings have been sc narrowly circumscribed that 
parties have been denied any realistic opportunity to present a 
comprehensive showing. According tc TORN, this unorthodO~ 
procedure can only help to foster the impression that the 
commission had made up its mind what to do before any evidence was 
ever taken. 

TORN pOints out that just last year, in 0.86-08-083, the 
Commission decided that PG&E should use the SAPC method of 
allocation in future offset proceedings. (P. 69.) 

Then the Comission changed its mind in D.S7-07-09l and 
directed that evidence be presented on the EPMC method. At the 
same time, parties were barred from raising any issues regarding 
marginal costs upon which the EPMC method is founded,. even thouqh 
D.86-0S-083 had recognized a number of areas where further study 
was needed (e.g., p. 49a-49b, 65). 'ro:RN sUbmits that an EPMC 
allocation is nothing more than a shot in the dark when the 
marginal costs that underlies that allocation is outdated and 
methodologically questionable. 

TORN notes that the rationale stated by the Commission in 
0.87-07-091 for receiving evidence on EPMC in this offset 
proceeding is: 

'We note that the Commission is faced with 
spreading a possible $200 million ERAM increase 
and a 1988 attrition increase which has not yet 
been filed, both of which may require a rate 
change effective January l,. 1.988 ... ·The 
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potential increase is significant and the 
application of SAPC could result in serious 
distortions of the rate relationships that were 
established in PG&E's most recent rate design 
decision. * (P. 4.) 

TORN points out that it is clear that the expected $200 million 
plus revenue increase has not materialized. 

TORN arques that now, however, it appears that the net 
rate change on January 1, 1988 will be no more than $l40 million 
and perhaps as little as $lOO million. Accordin~ to TORN, these 
amounts represent only a Z to 3% increase in PG&E's electric 
revenues, hardly enough to result in *serious distortions of the 
rate relationships" if the much simpler and less controversial SAPC 
method were employed. Indeed,. TORN contends that no one could 
honestly state that the ~arginal costs underlyin~ the EPMC method 
are accurate to within 2 to 3%. TURN submits that SAPC (a simple 
equal percentage increase for each customer class) should be used 
for revenue allocation in this ease. 

~ 
TORN submits that if an EPMC allocation is to be 

employed--and TORN contends that it should ~ be, absent a 
consistent and reliable set of marginal costs--the commission 
should move very cautiously and apply a very tight Weap" on 
deviations fro~ the system average increase for any customer class. 
Since the overall system increase will be only 2 to 3%, no class 
should receive a percentage increase more than twice that amount, 
and no class should be granted a decrease when overall rates are 
increasing. 

TORN urges the Commission to be practical and look at the 
larger picture. TORN asks: Is it socially and politically 
acceptable to increase residential and agricultural rates by a 
significant ~rcentaqe just to permit a tiny decrease for industry? 
will such a small decrease have any impact 'at all on wthe bypass 
problem,* given the large reductions that industrial customers have 
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already received in the last year? Is it fair in any sense to, 
impose disproportionate increases.on residents and farmers based on 
someone's version of cost, while denying them any opportunity to 
challenge the accuracy of those alleged costs? TORN submits that 
each of these questions must be answered in the negative. TORN 
believes that any application of EPMC in this case must be tempered 
with reality in the form of very tight caps and a bar on decreases 
for any class. 

8'nPMXY: 
TORN opposes the concept of reworking rate design and 

revenue allocation in ECAC proceedings, ~d advocates the use of 
simplified standard methods such as SAPe or equal cents per 
kilowatt-hour. If EPMC is employed in spite of TORN's objections, 
at minim~ no class should enjoy a rate decrease and no class 
should bear an increase more than twice the system average. 

Diss:ussiOD 
We conclude that turther movement towards a full EPMe 

revenue allocation must be made now. Our policy is set forth in 
0.87-0S-071. It has been extensively quoted by the parties to, this 
proceeding and we need not repeat it. 

Our decision not to use SAPe in this offset proceeding 
reflects our concern that we must maintain the momentum achieved so 
far in moving towards our EPMC goals. SAPC is a viable alternative 
and we do not rule out the use of SAPC in future offset 
proceedings. The reason we reject SAPC for this proceeding is that 
SAPe maintains existing rate relationships and does not move rates 
toward a ~1 EPMC revenue allocation. And because of the bypass 
problem, we cannot afford to allow rates to stagnate at present 
levels relative to each other. 

With regard to a timetable for achieving our full EPMC 
allocation goal, we are pleased to note from the testimony of 
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CLECA and Homestake witness Barkovitch that unless dramatic changes 
in revenue requirement arise, the achievem~t of a t\1l.l EPMC 

allocation for all customer classes (with the possible exceptio~ of 
aqriculture) is feasible before the next PG&E general rate ease. 

with regard to where we are now in relation to full EPMC, 
we set :forth ru witness Chalfant's assessment based on a compa~ison 
of PG&E's present revenues and the marqinal costs adopted in 
0.86-08-083. 

COMPARISON OF PRESENT REVENUES ANI> ~GINAL COST 

CUstomtr Class 

Residential 

Light & Power 
Small 
MediUlll. 
Larqe 

Aqricultural 

Streetlightinq 

Railway 

SOurce: XU Exhibit 37. 

QX:: 
Excess 

~t1'i~D~ (-l 
(Percent) 

-11.40% 

7.0& 
1Z.48 
8.51 

-44.06-

7.89 

15.04 

.. 

The above table shows that present rates tor residential 
and agricultural do not cover the cost of servinq these classes, 
and rates for all other classes are in. excess of the cost of 
providing service. Therefore, we conclude that if there has to be 
a revenue increase, the increase must first be applied to the 
residential and agricultural classes to the extent practicable. 

While we refrain from attributing any precision to· the 
above percentaqes, we conclude that they provide a reasonable 
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measure of the relative positions of the various classes in 
relation to their marginal costs~ . 

with reqard to the TO'RN' and ACWA arqwnents related to the 
accuracy of the marginal costs adopted in 0.S6-08-083, which are 
used in the EPMC, we reviewed these concerns in a separate 
proceeding. ,But we are satisfied that the alleged inaccuracies 
identified on the record do not tmpaet the EPMC allocation in this 
proceeding. Thus, there is no reason to. lay EPMC aside for SApe in 
this ~se· .. 

Following conclusion of the hearings in this proceeding, 
we issued 0.87-11-047. Therefore, the 1986 ECAC decision marginal 
costs, as modified by the TURN/PSO stipulated marginal costs 
adopted in D.87-11-047 are the appropriate ones to use for rate 
design purposes in this proceeding. 

, 
At the outset of this proceeding, we did consider a 

revenue increase of $216 miliion for revenue allocation exhibits. 
At the close of these hearings, it was established that the revenue 
increase would be $140 million maximum. Also, during the course of 
the hearings, the parties presented exhibits based on a 
hypothetical increase of $100 million. We will focus on the $140 
million and $100 million scenarios, since these best relate to the 
actual net amount of revenue increase for which rates will need to 
~e designed. 

Also, we should note that we are confronted with a 
situation which is quite different to what we had in PG&E's 1986 
ECAC and general rate cases. There, we were in the happy situation 
of deciding how much of a decrease each class should receive. This 
time, unfortunately, we are faced with an increase in the order of 
2 or 3%. 

Since we have decided to· proceed toward EPMC, the 
positions of the parties can be broadly summarized-as follows: 

PG&E, CFBF, ACWA, and TURN - no decreases to 
any class. 

PSD, CLECA, and Homestake, I. 'C' .. , and CH&MA -
decreases should be extended to classes 
entitled to a decrease under EPMC • 
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And in a nutshell, the issue is: when imposing an increase on the 
the residential and agricultural classes, shou14 we give the 
industrial classes decreases to- which they are entitled under EPMC. 

Appendix B sets forth the PG&E, PSO, ro, and AIJ 

proposals for a $216 million, $140 million and $100 million revenue 
increase. We will comment on the proposals startinq with lU, since 
the ro proposal is the only one reeommendinq a change to the 
residential and agricultural caps. 

The tmpaet of the IU proposal on residential and 
aqrieultural classes may be sUlIIlXlarized as follows: 

Revenue Increase 
Millions or DollaXR 

$2l6 
140 
100 

system Average 
Increase 

4.6% 
2.9' 
2.0 

Residential and 
Agricultural 

Inge«se 

14% 
10 

9 

The above table shows that the residential and agricultural classes 
receive increases at least 3 times ~ore than the system average 
increase, so that industrial customers may receive decreases that 
they would ~e entitled to under E~C. 

Essentially, the IU proposal requires that the caps of 5% 
and 2.5% over system average percentage change for the residential 
and agricultural customers be chanqed in order to qive a decrease 
to all classes who would be entitled. to a decrease under EPMC. 
Theoretically, the ro rationale is valid and it provides the 
quickest path to our qoal of full EPMC. 

On the other hand, the Commission must balance its goal 
of achievinq rates ~ased on full EPMC against the impact the rate 
changes will have on the affected customer qroups; in this instance 
we find that under the IU proposal the residential and aqricultural 
classes are severely impacted. While the Commission is anxious t~ 
achieve full EPMC, it does not intend to' abandon the concerns of 
PG&E's 3.3 million residential and agricultural customers in order 
to achieve these goals. Accordingly,. while IU witness Chalfant has 
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offered a proposal which is consistent with EPMC, we decline to 
adopt the proposal because it is too harsh. 

TurninC'J to the propos~ls of PG&E witness Schaub- and PSD 
witness Price, we will adopt their recommendation that the 
residential and agricultural caps of S% and 2.5% over system 
averaC'Je percentaC'Je change remain unchanged. 'I'he basis for our 
decision is that these caps provide continuity of the Commission's 
policy to move towards full EPMC and demonstrate to customers the 
Commission's commitment to continue movin9 towards our C'Joal at a 
constant pace. Also, the lower agricultural cap of 2. S% over 
system average percentage ehange recognizes that many of these 
customers will be facin9 increases in their bills as a result of 
shi:tting' :trom the PA sched.ules t~ tbe new AG schedules adopted in 
0.87-04-028. 

Stayin9 with the $140 million and $100 million scenarios, . 
we find the PSD proposal for the industrial classes is 
unnecessarily complicated and burdensome C'Jiven the 2% to 3% revenue 
increase involved. The PSO proposal distributes $mall decrea~es 
and increases to the industrial classes and involves much 
controversy with re9ard to E-20 rates. It involves redoing aj.l the 
rate schedules for the industrial classes 
that the end result justifies the effort. 
purposes of this phase, we will not adopt 

and we are not convinced 
Accor~C'Jly, for 

the pso:proposal. 
On the other hand, the AL:J alternative which is set forth 

on the following table leaves all the industrial schedules 
unchanC'Jed.. As it turns out, the AL:J alternative bas the same 
result as PG&E's proposal for the $140 million and $100 million 
scenarios. 
residential 
previously, 

'I'he only rate change will be an increase for the 
and agricultural classes. And as' pointed out 
if there has to- be an increase, these classes should 

receive the increase because their present rates are siqnificantly 
below the cost of providinq service. While we recognize that the 
ALJ alternative does not provide any decrease to the industrial 
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classes that would otherwise be entitled t~ a decrease under EPMC~ 
we conclude that it is a reasonable compromise and should be 
adopted . 
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As stated above, tbe ALJ· alternative makes the E-20 rate 
controversy moot. However, with reqarcf to, PG&E's argument related 
to special contracts, we aqree with· PSD· that: ""Revenue shortfalls 
occurring as a result of special contracts should be recovered in 
!:RAM."" (D.87-05-071, p. 25.) PG&X's;. position is not adopted. 

Lastly, we adopt for :residential and aqrieul tural 
customers the rate design 'agreed on, by PSD anel PG&E. The baseline 
residential rate continues to be set' at 8S% of system average rate. 
We adopt a floor for the ofr~ak residential time-of-use (E-7) 
baseline rate, to ensure that it :is: no' lower than marginal cost 
(marginal energy costs and marqinAI coincident capacity costs for 
generation, transmission, aDd pr~distribution - Exhibit 31, 
p. 6). Ene:rt'}Y and time-related demancf charges tor agricultural 
customers are increased by eqaal percentages within each schedule. 
The maxilnu:n demand charge for a¢c:::a!.tu:r:al customers is increased 
by the same percentage as the agricultural class' average rate. 
For illustrative purposes, we attactt Appendix D which sets forth 
the various demand charges and en~ charges based on a revenue 
increase of $100 million. The tAri ff sheets that PG&E tiles should 
'be prepared on the same basis anci shouId reflect the net increase 
granted. by the Commission ill the· ECAC/AEP.:./'E'R)J1 and Attrition case 
d.ecisions which are being consid~ separately. 
In9%'ementa1 Energy Rates (DR) 

During the week of 5eptem.ber ZS, 1987, three days of 
evid.entiary hearings were held Qtt: IER' issues. Following these 
hearings, PG&E, PSI) , California Coc;eneration council and Henwood 
Energy Services, Inc., reached a. sti'PuJ:a.tion. A copy of the 
stipulation dated October 8, 19ai ±s. a.ttached as Appendix c. 

'rhe stipulation resolved; a::tr outstanding IER issues. 'rhe 
parties agreed on an annual IER ~ at 9182 British Thermal 
Units per Kilowatt Hour. The IERs: will become effective for the 
Qualifying Facility payment peri~F.ebraary 1, 1988 and May 1, 
1988. The May 1988 IER will renmirr, m ~!ect for, the payment 
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period starting August l, 1988 it an update has not been performed 
by that time. 

A copy of the stipulation was served on all parties to 
this proecedinq. Parties were given 10 days to file objections. 
No objections were received. 

We conclude that the stipulation, as set forth in 
Appendix C, is reasonable in liqht of the record and should be 

adopted. 
CQDents on the PXoposed Decision of the AIJ 

parties. 
technical 
decision. 

The proposed decision of the ALJ was served on the 
Comments were received from PG&E, PSD, and CFBF. 'rhe 
corrections noted by PG&E and PSD are reflected in this 

We are not persuaded by PG&E's additional arqument 
related to special contract revenues. Likewise, we are not 
persuaded by CFBF's additional arqument related to SAPC. Our 
reasons for usinq EPMC in this offset proeeedinq are set forth. 
Findings of bC(3; 

1. EPMC revenue allocation of interclass revenues should be 
used in this oftset phase since PG&E needs to continue further 
movement towards a full EPMC revenue allocation without interclass 
sUbsidies. 

2. Based on present revenues, rates of the residential and 
aqrieultural classes are significantly below the level necessary to 
collect the cost of serving those classes. 

3. 'rhe present rates of all classes, other than residential 
and aqrieulturc, qenerate revenues above the level necessary to 
collect the cost ot servinq those classes. 

4. In this phase of PG&E's offset proceeding', it is not 
appropriate to provide rate reductions to' the classes that would be 
entitled to rate reductions, and, at the same time, impose 
siqnificant rate increases on the residential and aqricultural 
classes. TQe impact on these classes woula ~e too harsh. 
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s. In order to approach an EPMC revenue allocation as 
rapidly as is realistieally possible, the present eeilings of 5% 
and 2.5% over system. average pereenta,9'e change, by wh.ich 

residential and a9'ricultural classes rates can be inereased above 
the overall system increase, should remain unchanged. 

6. The ALJ alternative revenue allocation provides a 
reasonable balance of the eompeting interests of the various 
parties. 

7. Under the A!.J alternative revenue allocation, there will 
be no change in rate schedules, other than to the schedules of the 
residential and aqricul tural classe:s,. 

s. Under the A!.J alternative revenue allocation, if the net 
revenue increase is $140 million, residential rates will increase 
7.6% ana aqricultural rates 5.4%: if the net revenue increase is 
$100 million, the inereases will be 5.3% and 4.6%, respectively. 
There will be no change to all other rate sehedules. 

9. Since the Commission 'is separately considering PG&E's 
ECAC, AER, ERAM, and Attrition case, the net a:mount of revenue 
inerease is not known at. this time. Based on the outcome of those 
decisions, PG&E should file new rates for the residential and 
agricultural classes based on the ALJ alternative revenue 
allocation. As aqreed upon by PG&E and PSD, a capped EPMC 
intraclass revenue allocation should be used for the residential 
class. However, agricultural rate schedules for the whole class 
should be increased by the same percentage. The various demand 
changes and energy changes should comport with the schedules set 
forth in Appendix o. 

10. The stipulation on IER issues set forth in Appendix C is 
reasonable in li9'ht of the record in this proceeding. 
COnclusions or Law 

1. For purposes of this phase, the 'ALJ alternative revenue 
allocation proposal should be adopted. 
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2. The stipulation on IER issues set forth in Appendix C 
should be adopted. 

3. PG&E should be authorized to file new electrie rates tor 
the residential and agricultural elasses which may beeome effective 
no sooner than January 1, 1988. The new rates shOUld reflect the 

net amount of the increase granted by the Commission in PG&E's 
ECAC, AER, !:RAM, and Attrition case.. The new rates should be based 
on the ALJ alternative revenue alloeation and comport with the 
schedules set forth in Appendix D. 

4.. PG&E should be authorized to file new IERs based on the 
stipUlation set forth in Appendix c. 

s. Since the ALJ's Proposed Decision was sent to all parties 
for comment and the new rates should be in effeet on January 1, 
~9S8, this decision should be effective on the date of signature. 

nrmmr ORDER 

rr IS ORDERED that: 
1. Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) is authorized to 

file with this Commission on or after the effective date of this 
order, revised taritf schedules for electric rates which are in 
accordance with this decision. 

2. The revised tariff schedules shall become effectiVe 
3 days after the date of filinq but not earlier than January 1, 
1988, and shall comply with General Order 96-A. The tariffs shall 
apply to service rendered on or after their effective date. 
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3. This proceeding shall remain open tor the purpose ot 
receiving evidence in Phase 4 - Further Rate Design issues. 

This order is ettective today. 
Dated '. DEC 9 -1987 ' at San Francisco, Calitornia. 

- 350-
.' 

S; ANLEY W. RULE'I'T· 
President 

DONALD VT.l\L 
FREDERICK R. DUDA 
C. MI'I'CS-.c.l:.L w.r.c.:< 
JOHN B. OHA..\iLo\...~ 

Coc.:unissronc:s. 

1 CER'rl,:'f r:-!A .... T~~ O::Cl~!(,," 
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COM.N<ISS(O:-':~:\S TOi)AY. .' 
.-... / .. ~. .... 

1'~ -1- .. ,,-

Uu~iJf}j:-:Jj5 
Victor W r..i:At:I·.~o.:\,I~~VC .c:;:\,.-.:tor 
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APPENDIX C 
Paqe 1 

Bertram D.Patrick 
Administrative Law ~udge 
California Public Utilities commission 
SOS Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, California 94102 

Dear Judge Patrick: 

Re: PG&E's ECAC/AER A. 87-04-035; Phase II -
Stipulation on Incremental En~rsy Rates 

On Octo~~r 6, 1987 Pacific Gas and Electric co.(PC&E), the 
California Cogeneration Council (CCC), Henwood Energy services, 
Inc. (RESI) and the Public staff Division (PSO) reached a 
stipulation on Incremental Energy Rates (IER) in this proceeding. 
PSD was asked to coxmnunicate this agreement among the parties to
the ;...:t;J. It is PSO's understanding that the following 
stipulation mutually and accurately represents the agreement 
reached by the aforementioned parties in this proeee~ing • 

It was agreed ~at an annual n:R figure of 91S2 (B'I'U/lGm) is a 
reasonable measure for establishing prices to Qualifying 
Facilities (QFs). Furthermore, it was agreed that using marginal 
energy cost relationships was a reasonable method of establishing 
seasonal and Time.Of Use (TOO) IERs. The stipulated figures are 
shown in ~able 1. Capacity prices were not at issue and current 
prices remain in effect. 

The stipulated IERs are not. intended to endorse any single method 
proposed by the aforementioned parti'es. The IERs have been 
established for an interim basis, pending decisions on short-r.m 
Itt methodology in OIR-2. 

The IERs will ~come effective, for the QF payment periods, 
Fel:>ruary 1, 1988 and May 1, 1988. Th.e May 1, 1988 IER. will 
relC.ain in effect tor the payment period starting August 1, 1988 
it an upd.ate has not been performed by that time .. 

This stipulation resolves all outstanding Itt issues in this 
proceeding.. Consequently, the parties have aqreed that it is not 
necessary to brief any IER issues for Phase II ot this 
proceed.ing .. 

It is PSD's understandin~ that the above-participating parties 
will forward a confirmat~on letter to the AlJ regarding the 
stipulation after receipt of this letter • 
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APPENOIX C 
Page 2 

If there are any questions or apparent misunderstanding's, I urge 
prompt notification •.. 

velf truly yours: 

I~c:;f~ 
Y. Javier Plasencia 

{Staff Counsel : 

FJ"i?:lkw 

Attachment 

cc: All parties of record 
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A?~EN'OIX C 

P"ge 3 

TABLE 1 

A. 87-04-035 

S'I'IPOLATED ItR.s BY COSTING PERIOD <1> 

MARGINAL 
COS! <2> % OF BOORS 

MIUS/rWH ANWAL IERs 00> 
Sm«ER 

PEAK 26.9n 108.98% 10007 768-
MID PEAK 25.823 104.32% 9579 896 
OFF PEAK 24.095 97.34% 8938 2016 
SUPER OFF PEAK 21.440 86.61% 7953 736 
- SEASONAL- 24.504 98.99% 9090· 4416 

m"I'ER 

MID PEAK 26.992 109.04: 10012 163a 
OFF PEAK 25.103 101.41% 9312 2002 
SUPER OFF PEAle 20.265 81.87% 7517 728 
- SEASONAL - 25.00S 101.02% 9275 4368 

- A.\Y41AL - 24.753 100.00% 9182 8784 ':: 

<1> COSTING PERIODS AS ADOPTED IN D.86-12-091 
<2> MARGINAl COS! CAlCUU'l'ED FROM PSD QF-IN PRODUcrION COS! SIMtJI..Al'ION 
<3> FEBRUARY 1.19881'0 JANUARY 31.1989 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 
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Page 1 
ADOPT~ 

INrRA'C~ REVENue ALLOCATION 
TO TARt" SCHEDULES 

hMd 01'1 C4tpped tP1< lIewnue A llocat I 01'1 

and ASsumed lllu.trat!v., S100·"fllfOl'l· Incr •• ,e 

ADOPT!D. Al)CPTED. C"AHCi~ '11014 
CUSTOMER CLASS Avr;. RAT£ 

Small Light' Power S.09556 

Medll,lll l. i ght , POWt'r S.~576 

Larg~ l.lght , Power 1.06334 

Agr; cl.Il tur. $.06990 

S.O""'~ 

Streetlight Energy s.07'296 

TARI" SCHEDULE SALtS '"kWh)' R[VtHU£CSOOO.) AVe. RATE/~ PRESENT RATES 

SCh~l., t·, 
SCh~l" t·7 

SChedute A-' 
SC~le A-6 
Sch4ldl.ll. A,"S 
SCh4IdI.Il. Te· 1 

Sch4ldl.ll. A-'tO 
Sch«*.rl. A-11 

Schedl.lle S 

SClledl.ll., E-ZO-T 
Sch<tdl.lle E-2O-P 
Sch4ldl.ll .. !-ZO·S 
knedl.ll ..... ·IIT' 
SCIledl.ll .. S 
Sl*=l Contracta 

SChedl.ll .. PA.1 

Schedl.ll. AC-'A 
SChedl.ll. ",. ItA 
Sch«t.ll.. ",. VA 
SChedl.lL. AG-4,A. 

SCh4ldl.ll. AC-5'" 
SCh~l .. AG-6A 

Sch.cjule AC·n, 
SChtCk.tl. AC-RB 

SChedule AC'W 
Schtdule AC·4S 

SChedul .. AC-Sa 
SChedl.lle AG'68 

6,977,282 
100 .. 870 
2~064 

9',540 

9,525,673 
1.365.000 

1,559,4'4 
~,17T,93l> 

8,998,436 
'84,372 

103,163 

, .o~,o:so 
2',300 
",420 

" ,420 
25,340 
36,420 

'41,640 
3'7,660 
25,690 
25,340 
37, "0 

224,602 
977 .. 310 

S73,39O 

'544.426 
S633.54S 
"O,1Z 

"20 
16,550 

"81.685 
s:t,119 

sm 
IMO 

",~ 
12',284 

"" ,5i'3-
~.O:sa 

s.:,261 
s:t.062' 
S2',893 

S",128 
S53,726 

S.09S64 
S.09306 
$.12'704 
$.08975 

$.04706 
s.05932 
S.07041 
$.05491 

n/a 
S.06349 

S.08~ 

$.12763 
S.0819O 

".Om2 
S.01481 
$.062'72 
S.06311 
S.10m 
S.08801 
$.08139 
s.oms 
S_04953 
$.05497 

.* 

.O~ 

.~ 

.OOX 

.00% 

.00% 

.Oox. 

• o ox. 
.OOX 
.Oox. 
.00: 
.Oox. 
.Oox. 

4.56X 
4.56% 
4.S6~ 

4.56% 
4.56X 
4.56% 
4.56~ 

4.56~ 

4.56:t 
4.56% 
4.SOX 
4.~ 

4_~ 
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ADOPTED RA'ttS FOR 
PACIFIC CAS , -ELEc:t:RJ:C COMPANY 

A.87-o4:-Q35_· 

Based on Capped EPMCRev.eaa& Alloeation 
and Assumed Illustrative $100 Million Revenue Inerease 

PJa:SEN'r RAn::s ADOl?'l'ED RATES 

Rate Component 
(as o~ 7/'1:./87)-

SO'MMER w:tN.'rER SUMMER WINTER 

(S/KWK,. S/XW, $/CUS'I'OMER. MONTH) 
----------~~--------~---~------- ---------------------------
RESIDENTIAL 

E-1 
'rier 1 Energy $. o 646S· $-0'6465- $.066ZZ 
'rier 2 Energy $.10396 $-_1.0396 $.l1223 

_Minimum CharCIe $5-.. 00 $5.00- $5-.. 00 

E-7 
On-Peak Energy $.2199Z $.1.()l19 $.1668:5 

·O~f-Peak Energy $.OS27a $-.06577 $ .. 073l9 
Baseline credit $.03930 $ .. (l3930 $.04601 

411Jnimum Energy Charge $5.0Q $5 .. 00 $5.00 
Meter Charge $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 

AGRIctTL'I"C'RAL l/ 

AG-1-A 
Enerqy Charge $.08925- $.08925- $.09376 
Oe~d Charge $l.25 $l.25- $1.30 

CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 

AG-R-A 
On-Peak Energy $.lZ122 $.12-72S 

Partial-peak Energy S.04994 
Off-Peak Energy $ .. 04849 $.03'830 $.05091 

Demand Charge $2.50 $2.50 $2.60 
CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 

Meter Charge $11.30 $1.1. .. 30 $11.30 

1/ The rate limiter applieable to the ~ rate series will be 
$0 .. 69866/kWh • 

• 

$.066ZZ 
$.11223 

S5 .. 00 

$.11397 
$.07434 
$.04601 

$5.00 
$4.50 

$.09376 
$1.30 
$7.50 

$.05244 
$.04021 

$2.60 
$7.50 

$11.30 
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ADOPTED RAttS FOR 
PACIFIC CAS &; ELE<:m:tc COMPANY 

A .. 87-0";-03S· 

Based on Capped EPMC Revenue Allocation 
and Assumed Illustrative $100 Million Revenue Increase 

PRESEN'I" RAn:S ADOPTED RAl'ES 
Cas Qf 7/1/87) 

Rate COl'l'lponent 5tJMMER. w:IN'I'ER: SOMMER WIN'l'ER 

C$/XWK,. $/XW, $/CUSTOMER MONTH) 
--~-----------~~-~~------------- --~-------------------------
AG-V-A 

On-Peak Energy $ .. 11919 $.12497 
Partial-Peak Energy s..a4911 $ .. 05149 

Off-Peak Energy $.04768 $.03.767 $.04999 $ .. 03950< 
Demand Charge $2 .. 50 $2 .. 50 $2.60 $2.60 

CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7 .. 50 $7.S0 $7 .. S0 
Meter Charge $7 .. 00 $7.00< $7.00 $7' .. 00 

AG-4-A 
On-Peak Energy $.11827 $.12355 

~partial-peak Energy $ .. 04873 $.050091 
Off-Peak Energy $ .. 0473J. $.0;3737 $ .. 04942 $.03904 

Demand Charge $2_50 $2.50 $2.60 $2.60 
CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 

Meter Charge $7.00 $7 ... 00 $7.0·0 $7.00 

AG-5-A 
On-Peak Energy $.10411 $.10896 

Partial-Peak Energy $.04289 $ .. 0448-9 
Ott-Peak Energy $.04164 $.0·3290 $.0435S $.03443 

Demand Charge $3 .. 25 $3 .. 25 $3.40 $3.40 
CUstomer Charge ·$7.50 $7.50 $7 .. 50 $7 .. 50 

Meter Charge $7.00 $7.00 $7 .. 00 $7.00 

AG-6-A 
Energy Charge $.053~a $ .. 0·3689 $ .. 05652 $.03863 
Demand Charge $3.2S $~ .. 2S. $3.40 $3.40 

CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7 .. 5-0 $7 .. 50 

AG-1-B-
Energy Charge $ .. 07804 . $.017804 $.08190 $ .. 08-l90 
Demand Charge $1.50 Sl_OO $1 .. S5 $l.05 

CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 

• 
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ADOPTED RATES FOR 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

A.87-04-03S 

Based on Capped EPMC Revenue Allocation 
and Assumed Illustrative $100 Million Revenue Increase 

PRESEN'I' RATES AOOP'l'ED RAl'ES 
(as ot 7/1/S7) 

Rate Component SUMMER WIlnER SOMMER WINTER 

($/KWH, $jl<W, $/CO'S'l'OMER MONTH) . 
------~---------~-----------------------------------~--------------------
AG-R-B 

On-Peak Energy $.06908 $.07224 
On-Peak Demand $1.20 $1 .. 25- " 

Partial-Peak Energy $.05693 $.05942 Ott-Peak Energy $.05527 $.04366 $.05769 $.04557 
Maximum. Delnand $3 .. 00 $2.00' $3.15- $2 .. 10 customer Charge $7 .. 50 $7.50 $7 .. 50 S7~50 Meter Charge S8.40 $8.40 $8.40 S8.40 

i V
-

S 
On-Peak Enerc;y $ .. 06638 $.06962 
On-Peak Demand $1 .. 20 $1 .. 25 

Partial-Peak Energy $.05469 $ .. 05718. Ott-Peak Ener9Y $.05310 $ .. 04195- $ .. 05552 $.0438& Maximum. Demand $3.00 $2.00 $3.15 $2.10 Customer Charge $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 $7.50 Meter Charge $6.00 $& .. 00 $6 .. 00 $Q. .. OO 

AG-4-B 
On-Peak Energy $.065012 $ .. 068'12 
On-Peak Demand $1.20 $1.2'5-

Partial-Peak Energy $.05366 $.05606 ott-Peak Ener9Y $.05210 $.04116- $.05443 $.04300 
Maxiluum Demand. $3.00 $2.00 $3.l5- $2 .. 10 CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7 .. 50 $7.50 $7 .. 50 Meter Charge $6.00 $6 .. 00 $6.00' $6.00 

• 
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ADOPTED RATES FOR 

• 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

A.87-04-03S 

Based on Capped EPMC Revenue Allocation 
and Assumed Illustrative $100 Million Revenue Increase 

PRESEN'I' RATES ADOPTEr> RATES 
(as of 7/1/87) 

Rate Component. SOMMER ~N'rER S'CMMER WINTER 

($/KWH, $1»',. S/ctTS'rOMER. MON'IH) 
~----~~---------------------------------~-------- ----------------
AG-4-C 

On-Pea.k Energy $.06512 $ .. 068l2 
On-Peak Demand $1 .. 20 $1 .. 2S " Partial-Peak Energy $.0638.0 $ .. 05366 $ .. 0~()6S $.05606-

Off-Peak Energy $.0478$ $ .. 04ll6- $ .. 04999 $ .. 04300 
Maximum Demand $3.00 $2.00 $3.15 $2.10 CUstomer Charge $7 .. 50 $7.50 $7.50 $7'.50 Meter Charge $6. .. 00 $6 .. 00 $6.00, $&.00 

AG-S-'.'S 
~ On-Peak Energy $ .. 04035 $.04144 

On-Peak Demand $2.20 $2.25 
Partial-Peak Energy $.03325- $ .. 03409 

Ofr-Peak Energy $ .. 03228 $ .. 02937 $.03309- $ .. 03011 
Maximum OelDalld $4 .. 50 $3 .. 00 $4.50' $3.00 CUstomer Charge $7 .. 50 $7.50 $7 .. 50 $7 .. 50 Meter Charge $6. .. 00 U .. Oo- $6 .. 00' $6 .. 00 

AG-S-C 
On-Peak Energy $ .. 04035- $ .. 04144 
On-Peak Oemand $2 .. 20 $2.25 

Partial-Pea~Enerqy $ .. 03949 $ .. 0332S $ .. 0404a $ .. 03409 
Ott-Peak Energy $ .. 02962 $ .. 02937 $ .. 03037 $.03011 

Maximum Demand $4 .. 50 $3 .. 00 $4 .. 50 $3 .. 00 
CUstomer Charge $7.50 $7 .. 50 $7 .. So. $7 .. 50 

Meter Charge $6 .. 00 $6.00 $6..00. $6 .. 00 

AG-6-S 
Energy Charqe $ .. 03779 $.03091 $,_040'29- $ .. 03296 
Demand Charqe $4 ... 50 $3 .. 00 $4~SO. $3 .. 00 

CUstomer Ch~r9'e $7.50, $7.50 $7.50. $7 .. 50 

• 
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AOOP'I'ED RATES FOR. 
PACIFIC GAS' & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

A.S7-04-035 

Based on capped EPMC Revenue Allocation 
and Assumed Illustrative $100 Million Revenue Increase 

PRESEN'r RATES AOOP'I'ED RATES 
(as of 7/l/S7) 

Rate Component S'OMMER WIN'I'ER S'OMKER WINTER 

($/lOOi, $/XW, $/CUSTOMER MONTH) 
-~-------~--~---------------------------------------------~----~-------

PA-l. 
Energy Charqe $ .. 07635- $ .. 07.635- $-079&3 $.07983 Demand Charge $.60 $ .. 60 $.63 " $.63 

PA-2 
On-Peak Energy $ .. 12701 $.10346 $.13280 $ .. 10818 Partial-Peak Enerqy $.07617 $ .. 07617 $.07964 $.07964 ott-Peak Energy $ .. 06552- $ .. 06552 $ .. 06851 $.06S51 Demand Charge $~80 $.80 $.84 $ .. 84 Meter Charqe $10 .. 00 $10 .. 00 $10.00 $10 .. 00 • On-Peak Energy $.12171 $ .. 12171 $ .. 1272'6 $.12726 Off-Peak Energy $.07091 $ .. 07091 $ .. 07414 $ .. 07414 Meter Charge $3.75- $3 .. 75- $3.75- $3.75, 

PA-4A 
On-Peak Energy $.21485 $ .. 18885- $.22464 $, .. l9746 

Oft-Peak Energy $.04595- $ .. 04595 $.04804 $.048·04 
Demand Charge $.60 $.60 $.63 $.63 Meter Charge $6 .. 50 $6.50 $6.50 $6.50 

PA-4B. 
On-Peak Energy $.25759 $ .. 24323 $.26933 $.25432 On-Peak Demanci $.80 $.80 $.84 $.8'4 Partial-Peak Energy $.05908 $.05908 $.06177 $.06177 Otf-Peak Energy $.04022 $.04022- $.04205 $.04205-Maximum Demand. $.60 $.60 $.63 $ .. 63 Meter Charge $6.79 $6 .. 79' $6 .. 79 $6-.79 

PA-R 
Restricted-Peak Energy $.18728 $.1707$ $.19582- $.17853 

On-Peak Energy $.l0605- $.09391 $ .. ll088 $.09819 
Off-Peak'Energy $ .. 06386 $.06385- $.06677 $ .. 06676 

Meter Charge $10 .. 00 $10·.00 $lO.OO~ $lO.OO • (END OF APPENDIX 0) 
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It should be noted that for a $140 ~illion (or $100 j 

million) revenue increase, the ALJ alternative and ~E proposal 
have the SalDe result. The increase would be lilnited to the / 
Residential and A~icultural classes. Rates for all other lasses 
would not change. 
PSP's Position 

~ 
PSD opposes the use of SAPC for intercl&ss revenue 

/ 
allocation for the same reasons set forth by PG«£. 

~ an4 PG&E are in agreement tha~e cappe4 EPMC 
allocation method adopted in 0.86-08-08-3 ~ adopted in thi,s case. 
PSD and PG&E aqree that the adopted caPs/Of 5% and 2.5% over system. 
average percentage change be maintained( to moderate residential and 
agricultural bill increases respect~~lY. 

However, PSD and PG&E thefl disaqree on the method tor 
allocating revenues after the ca~ed residential and agricultural 
class allocations have been m.ad~. 

PSD proposes one moOification to the methodology adopted 
by the Commission in D.8-6-0~1083. PSD proposes that in offset 
eases, after the capped al~ations are made, the residual revenue 
requirement should be a176eated using EPMC, subject to a floor on 
decreases of 5% below ~ system average change, in addition to the 
cap 5% above it. Acc~din9 to' PSO, this would help prevent rate 
instability between ~jor rate cases. 

Unlike thl PG&E and the ALJ alternatives, PSD has no 
constraints or to"u~a with regard to revenue allocation to the 
Light and power,~treetlighting, and Railway classes. Accordingly, 
depending on whether the revenue increase is $215, $140 or $100 
million, these;'Classes receive increases or decreases. 

ps~arques that its proposed modification results from a 
legitimate concern tor rate stability. PSO notes that the parties 

I 

are curren~ly developing a rate design in the context of an oftset 
. I 

-, 8 -
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ro sUbwits that should. the commission be reluctant to ~ 
move swiftly in the d£re~ or EPMC and teel compelled to shiele 
residential and agricultural customers from the impact of a co£t
based revenue allocation, the commission should at least en~re 
that such protection to, these customer classes does not 7~ult in 
increased rates tor a:rry meml:Jers ~ the Ligoht and. power/lasses,. 

:ro points out that as witness Barkovitc:h testified, all 
the Light and Pover classes now bear revenue allocations in excess 
of the EPMC standard, so an approach which avoid~ny increase in 
revenue allocation to these classes is appropr~te. 

While CH~ pret~ the revenue al~ation proposal of 
ro, it would not be averse to the AL:1 altedative method of revenue 

/ d 

allocation, which wottlcf resal.t :En no ~,eases for any Light and 
Power class. CH~ notes that no, signi~icant opposition was 
expressed to the AI.J revenue allocation alternative and PG&E 
witness Shaub testified that the co~epts underlying the AlJ 

I 
al ternati ve were sound. .Also, CH~ notes that in the case of a 
revenue increase of $~OO' m?llto~ PG&E's approach prod~ces the same 
result as the AIJ alternative:J'~ero revenue change for all 
customer classes except residential and agricultural, which would 
bear modest increases. ;I 

CH&MA. DOtes tha:tl the CClmbination of pending PG&E electrie 
I 

matters is likely to· produce a total increase in annual revenues in 
the range of $l40 m.illj:'~n.. On this basis, Cl:t&MA Qelieves that the 
ALJ alternative prodW£es a tair revenue allocation, avoiding any 
increase in the burcre.n. to· 1JJ:t';[ o~ the Light and Power classes. 

$.WPPUY / 
CH&MA ~vors. the m"s proposal ot a revenue allocation 

I 
formula which olosely tollawsthe EPMC principle, and would benefit 

f . 

all Light andjPover cl.asse$.. As an alternative, CH&MA. supports the 
AI:1's approach, ~hicl:t. a.t least avoids an increase in the revenue 

/ 

allocation;t0 the a}:)ove""'CQs~ rates ct Light and Power customers ..... 

/ 
I 

/ 

/ 

. - :tg. -
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already received in the last year? Is it fair in any sense to 
impose disproportionate increases on residents and farmers based on 
someone's version of cost, while denying them any opportuni~ to· 
challenge the accuracy ot those alleged costs?' 'l'ORN subm..f'ts that 
each of these questions must be answered in the negati~ TORN 
believes that any application of EPMC in this case mutt be tempered 
with reality in the form of very tight caps and a 
for any class. 

fimmpAXY 

TORN opposes the concept of rewor ng rate design and 
revenue allocation in ECAC proceedings, ~advocates the use of 
simplified standard methocls such as SAP%r equal cents per 
kilowatt-hour. It EPMC is employed in/spite of TQ'RN's Obj~etions, 
at m;nimum no class should enjoy a r«te decrease and no class 
should bear an increase more than ttice th~ system average. 

DisCQssi2B ~ 
We conclude that t~er movement towards a full EPMC 

revenue allocation must be lDa~' now. Our policy is set forth in 
I • 

0.87-05-071. It has been extensl.vely quoted by the parties to this 
proceedinq and we need no~epeat it. 

Our decision not to use SAPC in this offset proceeding 
reflects our concern th't we must maintain the momentum achieved SO 

I 
far in moving towards;our EPMC goals. SAPC is a viable alternative 
and we do not rule out the use of SAPC in future offset 
proceedings. The ~ason we reject SAPe for this proeeedinq is that 
SAPC maintains ex~ting rate relationships and does not move rates 

I 

toward a full EPMC revenue allocation. And because of the bypass 
I 

problem, we cannot afford to allow rates to stagnate at present 
I 

levels relative to each other. 
W~th regard to a timetable for achieving our full EPMC 

allocation/goal, we hope to establish the method and timetable tor 
reaching full EPMC revenue allocations in phase 4 of this 
proeeediJg • Also, we are pleased to note from the testimony of 

/ 
I 

I 
/ 

.I 

- 24 -
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Deasure of the relative positions of the various classes in , 
relation to: tbe-lr :marqin.al costs. 

With regard to. the TORN and Acw.A arquments related to the 
accuracy o~ the marginal cests adopted in 0.86-08-083, which are 
used in the EPMC, we are reviewing these concerns in a separate 
proceeding. But we are satisfied that the alleged inaceurac!~s 
identified on the record do not impact the EPMC allocati~in this 
proceeding.. 'l:hus, there is no reason to. lay EPMC asidelfor SAPC in 
~s~e_ / 

At the outset of this proceeding, we diol6onsider a 
revenue increase of $21& million for revenue all~tion exhibits. 
At the close of these hearings, it was estab~hed that tll:~ revenue 
increase would. be $:1.400 Dillion maximum. Al,.s'o, during the course o~ 
the hearings, the parties presented exh~s based on a 
hypothetical increase of $100 million. ~e will focus on the $140 
million and $100 million scenarios, s±nce these best relate to. the 
actual net amount of revenue increa~ for which rates will need to 

be duigned. / 
Also, we should note ~at we are confronted with a 

situation which is quite differfent to what we had in PG&E's 1986 
ECAC and general rate cases_/There, we were in the happy situation 
of deciding h~ much of a ~ecrease each class should receive. This 
tilDe, unf'ort1lnately, we ar' faced with an increa:le in the order of 
2 or 3%. I 

Since we have decided to proceed toward EPMC, the 
positions of the par-wtes can be breadly summarized as fellows: 

PG&E,. CFBr, ACWA, and T'O'RN - no. decreases to. . 
any class. 

/ 
PSI)',. CI:ECA, and Homestake, I.tr., and CH&MA -

deCreases should be extended to. classes 
entitled to a decrease under EPMC • 
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period starting August 1. 1988 it an update has not l>een pertoJ 
:by that time. ' / 

A copy ot the stipulation was .served on all p~~s to 
this proceeding. Parties were given 10 days to tile obj.ections. 
No objections were received. ~ 

We conclude that the stipulation, as se~t.6rth in . 
Appendix C, is reasonable in light o~ the r7cord d should be 
adopted. 
Findings 0: Fact 

1. EPMC revenue allocation ot int~lass revenues should be 
used in this offset phase since PG&E n~ to continue ~er 
movement towards a full EPMC revenue allocation without interclass 
subsidies. ~". 

2. Based on present revenue , rates of the residential and 
agricultural classes are signifi tly below the level necessaX}~ to· 
collect the cost of serving- th~e classes. 

I 
3. The present r~tes of all classes, other than residential 

and agriculture, generate ;~enues above the level necessary to 
collect the cost of serviJ;l'9' those classes. 

4. In this Phase;6f PG&E's offset proceeding, it is not 
appropriate to provid~~ate reductions to the classes that would be 
entitled to rate reduetions,.and, at the same time, impose 
siqnificant rate in6:-eases on the residential and agr'icul tural 

. I cl classes. The ~pact on these asses would :be too harsh. 
s. In ord~ to approach an EPMC revenue allocation ~s 

I 
rapidly as is :cealistically possible, the present ceilings of S% 

and 2.5% overfystem average percentage change, b~t which 
residentia1~d agricultural classes rates can be increased above 
the overall system increase, should remain unehanged. 

5. ~Tbe ALJ alternative revenue allocation provides a 
reason~e balance of the competing-interests of the various 
parties!. 
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7. Under the ALJ alternative revenue allocation, there Wi~ 
be no ehange in rate schedules, other than to the schedules of t.c:e 
resiaential ana aqricultural classes. ~ 

8. Under the ALJ alternative revenue allocation, i;;the net 
revenue increase is $140 million, residential rates willl1ncrease 
7.6% and aqricultural rates 5.4%; i~ the net reven~e~~rease ~s 
$100 million, the increases will De 5.3% end 4.6%,~espectivelY. 
'there will be no chanqe to all other rate scheduJ.es. 

9. Since the Commission is separately c~idering PG&E's 
E .1' • / CAC,AER, ERAM, an", Attr~tl.on ease, the n~~ount of revenue 
increase is not known at this time.' Based~n the outcome of those 
decisions, PG&E should file new rates to~the residential and 

,aqricultural classes based on the AIJ alternative revenue' 
allocation. Rate schedules should t>e.lincreased by the same 

/ 
percentaqe as ~or the whole class.~e various demand chanqes and . 
energy changes sbould comport witt(' the schedules set forth in. 
Appendix D. ;I 

10. The stipulation on'XER issues set forth in Appendix C is 
reasonable in light of the rlcord,in this proceeding. 
conclusions of Law / 

1. For purposes o;!this phase, the AIJ alternative revenue 
allocation proposal sbou1d be adopted. 

2. Tbe stiPuZat on on IER issues set forth in Appendix C 
should be adopted. 

3. PG&E shou d be authorized to tile Dew electrie rates for 
the residential ~ aqricultural classes whieh may become effective 
no sooner than Jinuary 1, 1988. The new rates should refleet the 
net ~ount of ~e increase granted by the Commission in PG&E's 

, . . 
ECAC, AER, ~' and Attr~ tl.on case _ Tbe new rates should be based 
on the ALJ alternative revenue allocation and comport with the 
schedules s't forth in Appendix D. 

/ 
4. jPG&E should be authorized ~o file new IERs based on the 

stipulati~n set fo~ in Appendix C • 
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• 5. Since the A:L:r's Proposed Decision was sent tc> all part,/ 
for comment and the new rates sl:rcnxId be in effeet on .:ranua~ 

• 

• 

1988, this decision should be effective on the date of s~ture • • 

r.r XS ORDERED that: 
1. Pacific Gas & Electric Company ('I &E) is authorized to 

file with this Commission on or after th~eftectiv~ date of this 
order, revised. tariff schedules tor el~ric rates which. are in 
accordance with this decision. ~~ 
. 2. Tbe revised tariff sche~es shall become effective 

3 days after the date of filinq~ut not earlier than Janua~ 1, 
1988, and shall comply with General. Order 96-A. Tbe taritfs shall 
apply to service rendered o~r after their effective date. 

/ 
3. This proceeding shall remain open tor the purpose of 

receiving evidence in p~ 4 - FUrther Rate Desiqn issues. 
This order is! effective toctay • 
Dated / ,. at San Francisco" california • 
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